
Nudge for clients
overview and user guide.



Overview.

Daily

Uncover insights in your 
daily habits. Nudge for 
clients makes daily tracking 
easy.

Trends

A shared space for you and 
your coach to uncover 
meaningful trends as you 
progress.

Groups

Connect with others and 
compete in a group challenge 
with a leaderboard.

Settings

Sync a new app, enter an 
Invite ID, or get help if you 
have a question.

Note:  What you see may vary depending on how your coach chooses to shape the experience.



Daily tracking.
Uncover insights in your daily habits. 

Once you’ve entered a value the 
Details field will appear. Optionally 
use this to be more specific.

Specify the time or just tap Done to 
move on to the next tracker. 

To get started simply tap a tracker 
and enter a value. In this case enter 
how many servings of Fruit you’ve 
had.

See it In Action

https://vimeo.com/319862489/dd322933e1


Sync-able standard trackers.

Track all your active time in the new Activities 
tracker and describe each activity any way 
you like in the Notes field. Practice your 
curling this weekend? Track it in Activities. 

One simple activity tracker.

Whether tracking calories as part of your coach’s program 
or syncing nutrition data from Fitbit, the Calories tracker will 
let you view it all in one place. 

Calories tracker.



Syncing apps and trackers.

Use the new option in settings to connect a new app or make 
sure the app you use is connected. It may take several hours 
for new data to sync.

Managing your connected apps.

Select “Allow All” when syncing with Fitbit. This 
ensures all your data successfully makes it into 
Nudge for you and your coach.

Allow all in Fitbit.



Trends.
A shared space for you and your coach to uncover 
meaningful trends as you progress.



Groups and challenges.
A shared space for you and everyone else in the program 
to support and motivate each other.



For the best possible experience.


